
CLASS GUIDE

Getting Started  
with Sectional Track  
with Doug Hodgdon

In this class, you will see just how easy it is to get started with model railroading in any of the  
major scales using sectional track. 
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INTRODUCTION

The idea of sectional track is the building block 
concept using fixed, straight, and curve radius pre-fab 
sections. It’s hard to go wrong using sectional track, 
especially as there are many track planning books 
available and some sectional track even comes with a 
pre-formed roadbed. The classic choice for beginning 
model railroaders has been the 4’ x 8’ plywood table 
top and it’s still a good start.

As you become more proficient, you can graduate into 
other forms of track laying including flex track or, even 
hand laid track, custom built switches, and the layout 
of your dreams.

A WORD ABOUT RAILS, CURVES, AND 
SWITCHES

With so many scales and manufacturers out there we 
will cover some basics. Rail code is the rail height in 
100ths of an inch.

Track curve in radius (or diameter) is generally 
measured to the track center. The use of long or 
modern equipment might require a larger radius. 
It’s best to do some research before you settle on a 
minimum curve.

A switch frog number describes the frog angle as a 
ratio. A low number is a sharp, abrupt divergence, 
while a high number creates a smooth divergence. 
For real trains, the frog number will determine the 
maximum train speed through the curve of the switch. 
For modelers, as with the curve radius, do some 
research to determine what is best for the equipment 
that you plan to run.

Remember, as modelers, we tend to expect our model 
trains to operate through track work that their real life 
counterparts couldn’t.
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Z SCALE — 1:220

Introduced in 1972, Z scale is really the smallest 
practical scale. Marklin and Micro Trains are the 
primary suppliers. Micro Trains use a radius of 195 mm 
or 7.67 inches. The switches are #5.

N SCALE — 1:160

N scale has become very popular as a way to get 
a lot of railroading into a smaller space, and the 
new manufacturing techniques have made N scale 
detailing and operation better than ever. We will look 
at Atlas, Bachmann, Kato, and Peko. They are the big 
N track manufacturers.

Atlas N sectional track comes in two rail sizes: code 
55 and code 80 and there are seven fixed radii: 10”, 
11 1/4”, 12 1/2”, 13 3/4”, 15”, 16 1/4” and 17 1/2”. That 
should cover just about any track arrangement. The 
switches are available in #4 and #6.

Kato Uni-Track is available in three radii: 14 9/16”, 28 
3/4” and 31 1/8”

Peco Streamline track is available in two rail sizes: 
code 55 and code 80 and there are four radii: 9”, 10 
3/8”, 11 3/4”, and 13 1/8”.

HO SCALE — 1:87

Our session on HO scale trackage shows what has 
been the most popular size for decades. It’s a good 
balance between room size and reliable operation. 
Atlas, Bachmann, Life Like, and Peco provide a variety 
of sectional track.

The Atlas Snap and Custom Line track systems have 
been sold for many decades. The rail size choices are 
code 83 and code 100 and the radii choices are: 15”, 
18”, 22”, and 24”. The Snap switches are 18” radius and 
the Custom Line switches are available in #4 and #6.

Bachmann EZ Track is code 100 with curve radii of 18” 
and 22”. The switch frogs are #5 or #6.

Life Like Power Loc Track is a steel code 100 and the 
only radius is 18”
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Peco Streamline Track comes in three rail sizes: code 
75, code 83, and code 100. The four radii are: 14 5/8”, 
17 1/4”, 19 7/8”, and 22 1/2”.

3 RAIL O SCALE — TINPLATE

Three rail O scale has been around since before many 
of us were born. It was the standard in the old days. 
There are still many modelers who enjoy the size and 
feel of those big trains. 

The classic three rail O trains run on 18 VAC power.

We will go through the five major three rail 
manufacturers. They are: Atlas, Bachmann, Lionel, 
MTH Rail King, and Gar Graves. By the way, three rail 
curves are stated in diameter rather than radius.

Atlas has nine diameters available, allowing some 
beautiful, broad curves. They are 27”, 36”, 45”, 54”, 54”, 
63”, 72”, 90”, 99”, and a whopping 108”! Atlas switches 
are #5, and #7 1/2 frog.

Bachmann EZ track is O36 meaning the curves make 
up into  a 36” diameter.

Lionel sells O27 Fast Track and O72, which are their 
light and a heavy rail size, with use dependent on the 
equipment that’s run. Those three rail locomotives 
can get quite heavy. The diameter is 36”.

MTH Rail King has two versions of track, Real Track 
and Scale Track. Five diameters are available: 31”, 42”, 
54”, 72”, and 82”. The switch frogs are: #4 and #6.

Think about this. Gar Graves is deluxe O scale track 
work with an amazing amount of diameters available. 
There are thirteen diameters available from 2’ 8” up to 
11’ 6”.

2 RAIL O SCALE — 1:48

O scale is referred to as “The King of Scales”. We will 
take a look.

Atlas two rail O scale track has code 148 rail and four 
radii to choose from: 40 1/2”, 45”, 49 1/2”, and 64”. A 
64” radius makes a loop that’s over ten feet across!

Peco O track rail sizes are: code 124 and code 143. The 
track radii are: 40” and 47”.

SUPPLIES

In this session you will see a display of some of the 
products that you might use for track laying, scale 
appropriate, of course.

• Atlas track nails
• Atlas insulating joiners
• An NMRA template (a track, clearance, and wheel 

gauge)
• Ribbonrail track alignment gauges
• Walthers Brite Boy track cleaning block
• T pins or small nails (to hold the track in place 

when glueing)
• Household Goop and artist matte medium (track 

mounting adhesives)
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CONTROLS

This session describes the Atlas wiring components 
for basic DC operation.

• Atlas Connector - 3 SPST (on/off) controls for 
spurs, etc.

• Atlas Selector - 4 SPDT (2 throttle) block controls 
for multiple trains

• Atlas Controller - a reversing loop control unit for 
multiple trains and independent reversing

• Toggle switches - available in multiple varieties 
from electronic supply houses for many 
applications. 

TOOLS

Track tools can be pretty basic. You will see a needle 
nose pliers and a rail nipper (side cutter) that are a 
must for most work. A razor saw is a handy tool to 
have around.  Then we’ll see a couple of power rotary 
tools with cutting disks for trimming rail, a light duty 
model and heavy duty model. Their use is dependent 
on the size of the rail that you are cutting. Very 
popular tools.
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NOTES

ENJOY BUILDING YOUR LAYOUT 
WITH SECTIONAL TRACK
Thanks for purchasing this Class from the  
Model Railroad Academy.  

If you have a question on any technique or step you’ve 
seen in this Class, or need any added help, please use 
the “Class Q&A Resource” feature you have access to 
with the online video Class.  A Model Railroad Academy 
instructor will assist you.

To see a huge selection of model 
railroading layouts, projects, tips, and 
videos, go to modelrailroadacademy.com

Also follow us on Facebook & Twitter to 
become a part of our model railroading  
community.


